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In the flawless style of Deborah Needleman’s Domino comes the interior design book of the decade, from HGTV star, virtual sensation, and Canadian design queen Sarah Richardson. Ever wondered how to transform your laundry room from drab to fab? Your kitchen from prison to paradise? Your bedroom from boring to beautiful? Now you can, in this comprehensive interior design tome by design maven extraordinaire Sarah Richardson. Within these beautiful, full-color pages and photographs, Sarah walks you through each room in your home, from the master bedroom to the kids’™ rooms, to the kitchen, the bathroom, and everywhere in between, showing you how to turn a house into a home™ ”Sarah style. Featuring full-page design spreads with stunning attention to detail, Sarah Style is a cache of creative, unique ideas for transforming your living spaces. You can make your dream home a reality, and the inspiration™ ”and complete know-how™ ”is right here in this premier source for all things interior design!
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**Customer Reviews**

Sarah is my favorite designer - if I could afford it I would have her (and Tommy) decorate my house top to bottom. I liked the book, but was a little disappointed with the amount of details - frankly, many of the same pictures (almost all, if not all from Sarah 101, her television show) are on her website. The website mentions paint colors used, etc., which the book does not. I also wish that she had included laundry rooms in the book. But, having said that, I am glad that I purchased the book and I will continue to watch the HGTV reruns (some of which I have memorized!) because Sarah is
a wonderful designer.

I love her work on HGTV but I am disappointed by the lack of new information in her book. Although the photographs are excellent, the rooms have been covered, in greater depth, in her TV series and, therefore, the book is merely a portfolio of her past work.

I love Sarah’s show on HGTV and expected really great book. Many of the photos were of projects she had done on her show. Was expecting so much more from Sarah.

So disappointed! The book is just a collection of some of her television shows...and not her best. There is absolutely nothing on her cottage or farmhouse which I think reflects her best work...and there is absolutely nothing that you haven't seen before. I love her show and hate that HGTV is so slow in getting it to the US but this book fell way short of what I expected.

I found the rooms in this book to have more of a “staged” look than a "lived-in" look. I am beginning to prefer the design books by home bloggers rather than the books by professional decorators--they are not as sterile and do not have that designed-all-at-once feel.

Absolutely disappointed with this book. Was expecting something fresh and new. Not only were these recycled projects, many of them didn’t say timeless, they said 1980’s crazy colors and 1980’s faux-formal. Ugh!!!

The book is well laid out, nicely photographed, etc. BUT, I am still so disappointed. As many of the other reviewers, I’m a big fan and was so excited to see some new material. But it's almost all recycled content from her shows, which I've seen (and enjoyed) time and time again. Love you, Sarah, but I was so hoping to see something new here.

Very disappointed to discover this book only reflects the HGTV side of Sarah Richardson. As the head of a bustling design firm with (assumably) a ton of clients why only highlight projects that we’ve already seen? Major fail in an attempt to whip a book together for the holiday ($$$) season. If there’s ever another book, please honor the tradition of publishing new and exclusive looks.
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